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Abstract – The present paper investigates the modeling of counterformal elastohydrodynamic lubricated
(EHL) contacts in multi-body system (MBS) environments. The aim is to obtain a representation of the
dynamic behaviour of machine elements and characteristic values as the lubrication film thickness for
lifetime calculations. Two contact models are presented for the study of cam-roller tappet and raceway-
roller systems. The first model is a one-dimensional representation of the EHL contact behaviour. It is based
on the calculation of the central lubrication film thickness by means of dimensionless values (functions of the
operating conditions) and provides a simplified model of the mixed lubrication. The second one, still under
development, investigates the modeling of 3D dry and lubricated contacts. The fluid-structure interaction
is here fully considered and a discretised form of the contact problem is solved using an iterative algorithm.
This paper proposes, in the latter case, some perspectives and a discussion of its implementation.
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Résumé – Simulation de contacts secs et lubrifiés dans les systèmes multi-corps. L’article suivant
concerne la modélisation de contacts élastohydrodynamiques entre semi-espaces dans les environnements de
systèmes multi-corps dans le but d’obtenir une représentation du comportement dynamique de mécanismes
complexes et d’évaluer les grandeurs caractéristiques, comme l’épaisseur de lubrifiant, nécessaires aux
calculs de durée de vie. Deux modèles de contact élastohydrodynamique sont ainsi présentés pour l’étude
de systèmes du type came-roulement ou piste-roulement. Le premier modèle, qui est une représentation
unidimensionnelle du contact, s’appuie sur le calcul de la hauteur du film de lubrifiant au centre du contact,
donnée à partir de coefficients sans dimension dépendant des conditions de fonctionnement. Il inclut une
modélisation simplifiée du frottement mixte. Le second, encore en cours de développement, concerne la
modélisation 3D de contacts secs et lubrifiés. L’interaction fluide–structure y est intégralement considérée
et une solution du système discrétisé est adoptée. L’article contient, à cet effet, une discussion ainsi que
quelques perspectives quant à son implémentation.

Mots clés : Lubrification / élastohydrodynamique / frottement mixte / système multi-corps / contact

1 Introduction

Elastohydrodynamically lubricated (EHL) contacts
commonly occur in mechanical systems such as gears and
cam-roller tappet systems. The calculated pressures of
these contacts result from an interaction between the be-
haviour of the lubrication and the deformation of the
structures. The study of this phenomenon is essential
for optimizations and lifetime calculations of industrial
applications. Due to the increasing complexity of these

a Corresponding author: eric.quetel@de.bosch.com

mechanisms, it becomes necessary to consider all interac-
tions (contacts, joints. . . ) of a system in order to obtain a
complete description of the dynamic behaviour of each of
its elements. However, the definition of contacts in multi-
body system (MBS) environments is often insufficient to
represent the complexity of EHL contacts. Nowadays sev-
eral methods exist to solve the EHL contact problem and
then compute the contact pressure distribution and the
lubrication film thickness.

EHL line and point contacts have been solved by
Moes [1] with the introduction of dimensionless coef-
ficients in order to compute the minimal and central
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Nomenclature

A nominal contact area
Aasp real contact area
Am local nominal contact area
d mutual approach between the two contacting bodies
E′ reduced modulus of elasticity (2/E′ = ((1 − ν2

1)
/
E1) + ((1 − ν2

2)
/
E2))

Fasp mean contact force carried by the asperities
Fe normal contact force
FR,B boundary lubrication force
FR,H hydrodynamic friction force
h lubricant film thickness
HC dimensionless central film thickness
HEI dimensionless central film thickness for elastic-isoviscous behaviour
HEP dimensionless central film thickness for elastic-piezoviscous behaviour
HRI dimensionless central film thickness for rigid-isoviscous behaviour
HRP dimensionless central film thickness for rigid-piezoviscous behaviour
k influence coefficients
leff length of the line contact
L dimensionless lubricant parameter (Moes)
M dimensionless load parameter (Moes)
p total contact pressure
pasp average contact pressure carried by the asperities
pK critical pressure
qx, qy tangential traction in x- and y-direction
r residual
sx, sy sliding distance in x- and y-direction
ux, uy grid mesh size in x- and y-direction
UR relative velocity in the contact
US sum of the surface velocities
w underrelaxation factor
αasp ratio of the real contact and the nominal contact area (Greenwood/Tripp)
αC ratio of the real contact and the nominal contact area (generalized model)
αp pressure viscosity coefficient
βGT radius of curvature at the asperities
δx, δy tangential displacement in x- and y-direction
ζ Hertzian parameter
η viscosity (η = η0 exp (αPp) according to Barus)
η0 viscosity at ambient pressure
ηGT effective density of the asperities
Λ pressure correction
μBound boundary lubrication coefficient
ρΣ sum of the contacting bodies curvatures
ρx sum of the contacting bodies curvatures of the x-direction
σS effective standard deviation of summits
τEyring Eyring shear stress

lubrication film thickness as functions of several operat-
ing conditions, e.g. the surface velocity or the viscosity.
This method is an extension of the principles introduced
by Hamrock & Dowson [2], which includes asymptotic
behaviour for a larger applicability. The inverse method
was first introduced by Dowson & Higginson [3] for the
solution of the line contact problems and then reworked
by Evans & Snidle [4] and Hou et al. [5] for point con-
tacts. This method solves the complete EHL problem and
provides after the solution of the Reynolds and Boussi-
nesq equations a satisfactory description of the pressure
distribution and film thickness for a good calculating
duration. This method is, however, semi-empirical and

may be unstable for lightly loaded cases. The multigrid
method, described by Lubrecht & Venner [6], is nowa-
days an excellent alternative to direct methods such as
Newton-Raphson by offering a better convergence, stabil-
ity and computation time. This method solves the discrete
Reynolds and Boussinesq equations using several levels
with different mesh densities.

The aim of this paper is to propose different adap-
tations of these methods to MBS environments in order
to obtain a better dynamic representation of EHL con-
tacts and provide the main characteristic values for life-
time studies.
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Fig. 1. Pressure distribution and film thickness of an EHL
elliptic contact.

2 One-dimensional EHL contact solution

The following mathematical model aims the calcula-
tion of the dynamic behaviour of heavily loaded line con-
tacts of cam-roller tappet or raceway-roller systems. Dur-
ing the MBS simulation, only a few contact characteristics
are available. The system consists of rigid bodies and thus
does not contain any deformation. Only the mutual ap-
proach between two contacting bodies and general kine-
matic values as body velocities are known. The MBS envi-
ronment controls the location of the contact domain and
the normal and tangential contact directions. The contact
model is implemented as a user-subroutine which com-
putes the contact forces and the lubrication film thickness.
The fluid-structure interaction is calculated according to
the elasticity theories of point and line contact [7, 8] and
the theory of Moes [1]. A simplified mixed lubrication
model is included to compute the friction force. It con-
sists in the coupling of the Greenwood/Tripp theory [9]
and the mathematical model of Teodorescu [10, 11].

2.1 Lubricated contact conjunctions and mixed
friction

According to the heavy loads present in cam-roller
contacts of high-pressure pumps, the pressure distribution
of EHL (half-)elliptic contacts can be approximated to the
elastic one, especially in the central contact area (Fig. 1).
Thus, the normal contact force may be evaluated for a
given mutual approach for the point contact as follows [7]:

Fe = E′√3

(
2d

3 ζ ρ
1/3
Σ

)3/2

(1)

and for the line contact by [8]:

d =
4Fe

π E′ leff

[
1.1931 + ln

(
leff ρx

2

)

− 1
2

ln
(

2 Fe ρx
π E′ leff

)]
(2)

In Equations (1) and (2) body curvatures are fixed or de-
termined by means of a spline interpolation at each simu-
lation time step. The determination, not detailed here, of
the normal contact pressure and nominal contact area is
performed from the same elasticity theories. According to

Moes [1], the central lubrication film thickness may be cal-
culated using two or three dimensionless coefficients. For
the line-contact case, these coefficients are defined by:

M =
Fe ρx
E′ leff

(
E′

η0 US ρx

)1/2

and

L = αP E′
(

η0 US ρx
E′

)1/4

(3)

Four interpolation functions are defined to describe
the four asymptotic regimes of the lubrication: elastic-
isoviscous (EI), elastic-piezoviscous (EP), rigid-isoviscous
(RI), and rigid-piezoviscous (RP). These depend on the
values of M and L according to various numerical and
analytical results. The central film thickness is then cal-
culated from a function fit formula of these regimes; see
Appendix A for the line contact case. An estimation of
these coefficients leads to the elastic-piezoviscous and
elastic-isoviscous domains for the cam-roller contact un-
der consideration which means that the elastic deforma-
tion as the piezo-viscosity cannot be neglected. Except
the force, all necessary quantities for the calculation of
the dimensionless coefficients are included in the input
data or calculated during the simulation, e.g. the surface
velocities.

The mixed lubrication is incorporated by means of the
superposition of a hydrodynamic and a boundary lubrica-
tion model. In the case of heavily loaded cam-roller con-
tacts, the hydrodynamic friction may be neglected. Thus,
its representation is approximated to the viscous shearing
of a Newtonian fluid:

FR,H = A
η (p) UR

h
(1 − αC) (4)

The boundary lubrication results from the superposition
of friction due to local asperity contacts and from the
shearing of an extremely thin lubricant film:

FR,B/A = μBoundp + τEyringαC (5)

The first term of the Equation (5) represents a Coulomb-
type law and consists of an empirical local friction
coefficient multiplied by the contact force carried by the
asperities. The second one results from the product of
an empirical Eyring shear stress and the asperity con-
tact area [10]. The coefficient αC is the ratio of the real
asperity contact area on the total contact area. In the
case of the heavily-loaded contacts, the real contact area
may reach more than 50% of the total nominal con-
tact area. Its calculation relies on a generalization of the
Greenwood/Tripp theory [9]; see Appendix B.

The complete calculation procedure is presented in
Figure 2. The three main phases are distinguished: the
determination of the contact stiffness, respectively the
elastic normal pressure or force, then the central lubri-
cation film thickness and finally the friction forces. Two
types of input data are defined: user inputs (USI) and
dynamically calculated inputs (DCI). The first-ones are
read at start and maintained for the whole simulation.
The second-ones are determined at each time step of the
MBS solver.
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DCI: ρx, ρ (spline interpolation)
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Fe [eq. (1), (2)], p, A
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Fig. 2. One-dimensional EHL procedure (USI: User Input,
DCI: Dynamically Calculated Input).

2.2 Results and discussion

In the following, some results and comments on the
simulation of MBS systems with the one-dimensional
mathematical model exposed above are presented. The
first system is a highly-loaded pump lubricated by diesel
fuel. Half an hour is needed to compute a complete rota-
tion of the cam. In Figure 3, the evolution of the Moes’
coefficients, the maximal contact pressure and the cen-
tral lubrication film thickness are presented for 3/4 of a
rotation. These two last are normalised for confidential-
ity reasons. The values of L and M confirm the above
assumption with a fluid behaviour near elastic isoviscous.

It shows an important influence of the contact load
and validates the hypothesis used for the friction model.
The main reasons for these results are of course the load
properties but also the bad viscosity of the present fuel.
It leads to very small contact film thicknesses (about
0.1 μm). The peak, present between 0.06 s and 0.07 s,
arises from a negative cam curvature, which has induced
a modification of ρx and of US. Around the lower dead
centre arise small values of M , which may lead to the
rigid isoviscous behaviour. This phenomenon can occur
with other operating conditions, for which the elasticity
and the piezo-viscosity could be neglected. These results
have not yet been confirmed by experimental studies but
correspond to the initial predictions of the system be-
haviour. Another pump has been studied with this numer-
ical model. It contains more contacts as the user-element

Fig. 3. EHL results from a heavily-loaded cam-roller contact
for 3/4 of a rotation.

is applied to study 15 contact locations. The MBS
environment has been coupled with an external software
which computes the hydraulic forces. The results are sat-
isfactory for a simulation which takes about one hour for
two rotations of the system and therefore allows opti-
mizations and sensibility analysis of the complete system.
However some of their contacts remain undefined and pre-
vent the obtainment of definitive results, which motivates
the elaboration of the next detailed contact model.

3 Three-dimensional contact solution

The objective of the following model is to compute 3D
accurate representations of the fluid behaviour and the
contact pressure distribution of contacts between half-
spaces. The restrictions are identical to those from the
previous contact model concerning the MBS environment.
A coupled solution of the Reynolds and the Boussinesq
equations is in this case required. This task is still un-
der development and only a concept for the Boussinesq
equation for dry contacts is investigated here.

3.1 Dry contact

The following numerical model is based on the elastic-
ity theory for half-spaces [12]. The Boussinesq equation

d (x, y) =
2

πE′

∫∫
A

p (x′, y′) dx′dy′√
(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2

(6)
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Fig. 4. Dimensionless pressure distribution in a line contact.

is solved to compute the pressure distribution for all time
steps. The contour of the contacting bodies is discretised
and the mutual approach d(x, y) or the intersection vol-
ume is evaluated in a reference system associated with
the contact plane. Equation (6) is then inverted in a dis-
crete form and the solution is achieved as soon as the
real contact area, often smaller than the intersection sur-
face, is obtained. Therefore, an iterative process is per-
formed on the pressure distribution [13]. Equation (6)
may also be solved with a direct method as the Jacobi
relaxation [6]; see Appendix C. Excellent results were ob-
tained with both methods for a low consumption of com-
putation time. The second one is however chosen accord-
ing to a better computing time and to its involvement
in the fully lubricated contact calculations. Some com-
parisons with well-known contact configurations as the
Hertzian or line contacts (Fig. 4) have been done in order
to validate the numerical model (error smaller than 1%).

An improvement of this numerical model may be in-
vestigated: the influence of friction on the contact nor-
mal pressure distribution. The elasticity theory must be
considered in more details. The simultaneous solution of
normal contact and the friction or the micro-slip phenom-
ena results from the inversion of the following equivalent
equation:

Ã

⎡
⎣ qx

qy
p

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ δx − sx

δy − sy
d(x, y)

⎤
⎦ (7)

where Ã is a defined matrix [14], δ the tangential dis-
placement and s the sliding distance. The solution of this
equation provides, however, some difficulties for the MBS
environment, e.g. the measurement of tangential displace-
ments or the storage of contact node positions from a dy-
namic contact plane. Only the sliding phenomenon can
be calculated without reducing the efficiency of the above
contact model. Therefore, the tangential component is re-
lated to the normal one by the Coulomb’s friction coeffi-
cient and only the third component of the Equation (7)
is solved.

Fig. 5. Dimensionless pressure distribution and contour plot
of the dimensionless film thickness in an EHL point contact.

3.2 Discussion of the EHL contact problem

In the following, some comments and perspec-
tives are outlined for the improvement of the above
numerical model considering fully lubricated contacts.
The fluid-structure interaction arises from the coupling
of the elasticity theory and the Reynolds equation. Two
methods are distinguished for the present MBS model:
the inverse method [3, 4] and the multi-grid method [6].
The two methods have an iterative process with specific
convergence parameters. However the inverse method is
restricted to highly loaded cases, which reduce its appli-
cability. Moreover its convergence is semi-empirical and
therefore may endanger the entire convergence of the
MBS simulation. The direct method has been then cho-
sen and firstly adapted to the MBS environment to solve
EHD point contacts with smooth surfaces in order to test
the stability and the calculating duration (Fig. 5). The
numerical model has been compared and validated with
known numerical solutions. An adaptation to line con-
tacts and an improvement concerning the consideration
of the roughness and the mixed lubrication are nowadays
in progress.

Concerning the roughness, many studies have
been done to improve and replace the well-known
Greenwood/Tripp contact model, e.g. fractal distribution
of asperity heights [15,16]. However, these models are still
insufficient and the measurement of their characteristic
parameters is not practicable for industrial applications.
An experimental-based model is therefore suggested for
the present numerical implementation.
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4 Conclusion

A simplified one-dimensional EHL contact model for
cam contacts is proposed. It provides an approximation of
the central film thickness and the friction behaviour and
allows, due to the low consumption of computing time,
optimisations or fast identifications of dynamical critical
operating conditions. The user-subroutine is particularly
appropriate for heavily loaded systems and can be rapidly
adapted for a larger application range. A second 3D model
is then introduced to overcome the simplified EHL results
and provides a better description of the contact behaviour
for future lifetime calculations. A comparison with exper-
imental examinations will be conducted to validate the
above numerical models.

Appendix A: central lubricant film thickness
for line contacts

Given the Moes coefficients introduced in
Equation (3), the contact behaviour may be evalu-
ated following the asymptotic regimes:

– elastic isoviscous (EI): large M, L = 0
– rigid isoviscous (RI): small M, L = 0
– elastic piezoviscous (EP): large M , large L
– rigid piezoviscous (RP): small M , large L.

For each of these asymptotic regimes an asymptotic
dimensionless film thickness may be defined depending on
M and L. For the line contact case, these are calculated
as follows:

HEI = 2.621M−1/5, HRI = 3M−1

HEP = 1.311M−1/8L3/4, HRP = 1.287L2/3 (8)

The central lubrication film thickness results from a fit
function of these asymptotic regimes:

HC =
[(

H
7/3
RI +H

7/3
EI

)3s/7

+
(
H

−7/2
RP +H

−7/2
EP

)−2s/7
] 1/s

with s = 0.2 [7 + 8 exp (−2 HEI/HRI)] and

HC = hCρx

(
E′

η0USρx

)1/2

(9)

Appendix B: Generalized Greenwood/Tripp
model

Given a local nominal contact area Am, the contact
force is determined by:

Fasp =
8
√

2π
15

(ηGTβGTσS)2 E′
√

σS

βGT
F5/2

(
h

σS

)
Am

(10)
and the according real contact area as:

Aasp = π2 (ηGTβGTσS)2 F2

(
h

σS

)
Am (11)

In Equations (10) and (11), the special functions F2 and
F5/2 are defined as:

Fn (Φ) =
1√
2π

∞∫
Φ

(s − Φ)n e−s
2/2ds (12)

The approximation of proportionality between the real
contact area fraction and the local contact pressure is
assumed, and the special functions are taken as identical
for h/σS ∈ [0, 1] so that the fraction of the real contact
area is given by:

αasp ≈ 15
√

2π

16E′

√
βGT

σS
pasp (13)

An integration of Equation (13) upon the overall macro-
scopic nominal contact surface leads to the real contact
area of the macroscopic system:

Aasp =

(
15

√
2π

16E′

√
βGT

σS

)
Fe =

Fe

pK
(14)

In Equation (14), a proportionality between the real con-
tact area and the normal contact force is obtained. How-
ever, due to the heavy load, this proportionality can not
be expected for the overall domain of definition of the
pressure and particularly for h → 0. In this case, the as-
perities merge and thus Equation (11) is no more appli-
cable. Therefore, Equation (13) is generalized as follows:

αC (p) = tanh (p/pK) (15)

The proportionality is then maintained for low pressures
(compared to pK) and αC reaches unity for high pressures.
Typical values of pK are in the range from 0.25% to 3%
of E′.

Appendix C: 3D dry contact solution

Equation (6) may be discretised and regarded as a
linear system of equations.

dij =
∑
i′,j′

kii′jj′pi′j′ (16)

In Equation (16), k are influence coefficients defined by:

kii′jj′ =
2

πE′

{
|xp| arcsin

(
yp

xp

)
+ |yp| arcsin

(
xp

yp

)

− |xm| arcsin
(

yp

xm

)
− |yp| arcsin

(
xm

yp

)

− |xp| arcsin
(

ym

xp

)
− |ym| arcsin

(
xp

ym

)

+ |xm| arcsin
(

ym

xm

)
+ |ym| arcsin

(
xm

ym

)}

(17)
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where

xp = xi − xi′ + ux/2, xm = xi − xi′ − ux/2

yp = yj − yj′ + uy/2, ym = yj − yj′ − uy/2 (18)

They represent the local displacement or deformation due
to a pressure distribution on the complete mesh. In the
followings, two methods are proposed for the solution.
Equation (16) is first considered in a general dimension-
less form:

Dij =
∑
i′,j′

Kii′jj′Pi′j′ (19)

The first method consists in inverting the system with the
LU decomposition. As the real contact area is not known,
the procedure starts by considering an overestimated con-
tact area. The inversion of Equation (6) results first in a
composition of negative and positive contact pressures.
It means that the positive pressure distribution does not
correspond to the real one, and confirms that the con-
tact area is overestimated. For the next iteration, neg-
ative pressures are set to zero, reducing the considered
contact area and a new inversion is performed. This last
iteration is then repeated until only positive pressures are
obtained.

The second proposed method is the Jacobi relaxation.
Given an approximated solution P̃ij of the real pressure
distribution, the convergence of Equation (19) may be ob-
tained as soon as the residual rij defined in Equation (20)
tends to zero.

rij = Dij −
∑
i′,j′

Kii′jj′ P̃i′j′ (20)

Therefore a correction is applied to the approximated so-
lution for each iteration and the new solution is given by:

P̄ij = P̃ij + wΛij (21)

where w is an underrelaxation factor (between 0 and 1)
and Λij defined as follow when considering the mesh size
as constant in both directions:

Λij = rij/K0,0

with Kψ,φ = Kii′=i±ψ jj′=j±φ (22)

However the correction factor defined in Equation (22)
generates instability as the influence coefficients ma-
trix only contains non-zero values. Indeed local correc-
tions in the pressure distribution affect too largely the
complete deformation and endanger the general conver-
gence. A distributive relaxation is therefore advised [6],
where additional corrections are applied to neighbouring
mesh nodes. As a result, the influence of the correction
on the overall deformation decays with increasing dis-
tance. In the case of a 2D dry contact, a second order

distribution may be applied. The correction is then de-
fined by:

Λij = rij/(K0,0 − K0,1/2 − K1,0/2) (23)

and the new pressure distribution by:

P̄ij = P̃ij+w

(
Λij − 1

4
(Λi−1j + Λi+1j + Λij−1 + Λij+1)

)
(24)
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